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“Rock The Casbah” Bracelet
As seen in the Rings & Things 2007/2008 wholesale catalog

Created by: Mary Morton
Suggested Materials:
Qty. Stock Name

#40-099-07-9 Rollo chain, gunmetal
#40-099-01-9 Curb chain, gunmetal

2 #21-874-020 Gemstone twisted-ovals, lapis lazuli
1 #24-970 Open square bead (“bead frame”), sterling silver
1 #05-301-06-152 6mm Swarovski® bicones, metallic blue 2x
7 #05-301-03-152 3mm Swarovski bicones, metallic blue 2x
2 #21-908-020 Gemstone faceted rondelles, lapis lazuli
1 #39-539-11 Magnetic button clasp, sterling silver
1 #46-394-9-18 Swarovski crystal link, sapphire/gunmetal
2 #37-411-9 Thin head pins, gunmetal
3 #37-711-9 Thin eye pins, gunmetal
10-12 #37-145-9 6mm round jump rings, gunmetal
1 #49-947-22-AS Spiral heart charm, antiqued silver
1 #49-947-32-AS Casbah round bead, antiqued silver
Tools: Round-nose and chain-nose pliers, flush cutters

Creating your chain sections:
1. Cut three 10-link sections of rollo chain and six 7-link sections of curb chain. (One rollo chain section with two curb-chain

sections will make up one chain grouping.) Use jump rings to create three groups of three chain sections each. Set aside.
2. For the dangles, cut three more chains the lengths of your choosing. Use a jump ring to connect the three together on one end.
3. Use jump rings and a head pin with a simple loop (illustration a.) to add your 6mm bead and charms to the ends of each chain

section from step 2. Set aside.

Creating your lapis bead links:
4. Add a 3mm bead, a twisted oval bead and another 3mm bead to an eye pin. Create a simple loop, trimming any excess wire.

Repeat once for a total of two twisted bead sections.
5. Add a 3mm bead, two lapis rondelle beads, and another 3mm bead to an eye pin. Create a simple loop, trimming any excess wire.

Making the clasp section:
6. Insert head pin from the inside of the open bead frame through the stringing hole. Follow illustration b. to create a wrapped loop

outside the bead frame. With another head pin, add a 3mm bead, the Casbah bead and another 3mm bead. Finish with a simple
loop, and connect to previous element.

7. On the other side of the bead frame, add another head pin from the inside.
Add one end of the magnetic clasp and create a wrapped loop (illustration b.) to secure it.

Combining each section:
8. First make sure that each section except the final dangle chains have a jump ring at each end.
9. Add the second half of the clasp to one chain grouping (from step 1).
10. Connect this section to one twisted bead section (from step 4).
11. Add another chain grouping, and the final twisted bead section.
12. Connect this to the final chain grouping.
13. Slide the open bead frame (from steps 6-8) over the last section.
14. Add the rondelle bead section from step 5.
15. Finally, add your dangle chains.

b. Wrapped loop example

a. Simple loop example


